Rav4 engine replacement

Tell us your car to get a guaranteed price from RepairSmith. The engine water pump is arguably
the most important part of the cooling system. Usually, the water pump is actually pumping
coolant through the engine. While going through the engine, the coolant absorbs the heat that
the engine is created as it works. Kind of like your water at the gym, right? The coolant then
passes through the radiator, where the heat is removed from the liquid, allowing it to cool down
again, so it can absorb more heat, and keep this happy process rolling along. The engine water
pump makes sure that this process keeps on keeping on. How important? Imagine working out
in a sauna without any water, and tell me how long you can go before you start to break
downâ€¦. Without that exchange of heat, the temperature of the coolant will rise and rise. And as
it does, it will fail to absorb heat from the engine and the timing belt, causing the temperature to
rise and rise and eventually overheat. Warning lights are there for a reason. Keep your eye open
for a warning light telling you that the coolant or overall system is hotter than they should be.
Sweating is good for you, but not good for the water pump. Keep a watchful eye out for any
leaks under your car coming from the pump. This is general advice, not just water pump advice.
But if you notice a leak pooling under your car, it could be your coolant, which tends to smell a
little fishy, or sometimes a little sweet. A failing water pump could start making a whining noise.
But the pump is just calling on you for help, so be kind and listen. You can also sometimes
visibly spot a busted water pump. Additionally, steam coming from the engine could also be a
tell-tale sign. So does your car. Get the pump replaced as soon as possible. Not sure? Let us
diagnose. What is an Engine Water Pump? Related repairs How can we help? Nov 21, Nov 4,
Nov 2, Oct 19, Sep 30, Sep 23, Sep 22, Sep 21, Aug 28, Aug 18, Get a Quote 1-Year 12,Mile
Warranty. How urgent is an Engine Water Pump replacement? How can we help? RepairSmith is
here to make car repair easy. The ToyotaRAV 4 is a popular car on the market today. However,
Toyota issued a recall regarding RAV4 vehicles regarding engine reliability concerns, along with
other model years having issues with the engine control module, oxygen sensor, fuel lines, and
breakdown of engine parts. The 3S-GE can produce around horsepower, providing ample
acceleration and performance capabilities for the model years. The second generation of the
Toyota RAV4 had more engine possibilities, involving the 1. The last engine type uses diesel
fuel, which increases the Toyota RAV4 engine replacement cost. The 1. The 2. The third
generation of RAV4 uses many more engine types, featuring two diesel options and six gasoline
choices. The capacity ranges from 2. The V6 model has horsepower, with the slightly larger kW
engine producing horsepower and the 2. The new engine types increase the acceleration and
horsepower, but also increase the Toyota RAV4 engine replacement cost. All engine choices
used the infline-four construction, with the full hybrid system combining the 2. The electric
engine was popular in many markets across the world, but also contributed to a higher Toyota
RAV4 engine replacement cost for owners. The engine types in the fifth generation of the
Toyota RAV4 were two gasoline options and one hybrid gasoline electric option. Despite the
popularity of the RAV4, there are certain model eyes that are not smart to buy in terms of
reliability, performance, safety, and overall price of repairs. Although The model years has the
highest number of complaints from owners, is often regarded as the worst year due to the onset
of problems and the severity of issues. The worst complaints from owners regarding the RAV4
include the check engine light turning on, the engine blowing while driving, the engine stopping
suddenly, and the head gasket leaking. Unfortunately, replacing the head gasket will increase
the Toyota RAV4 engine replacement cost. The model year had one of the highest numbers of
complaints regarding the engine, with owners stating various issues that reduce the safety of
the drivers and passengers. The main problems focus on the engine control module failure, the
check engine light, the oil sludge causing engine failure, engine seizing while driving, metal
shavings in engine oil, and a faulty head gasket. If you find the metal shavings in the engine oil
is the main concern for the Toyota RAV4 engine, then you will need to perform an engine flush.
Unfortunately for Toyota RAV4 owners, the engine concerns did not disappear after the model
year. After a few years of relatively minimal issues, the RAV4 had numerous concerns regarding
the engine system. Owners complained of excessive oil consumption, oxygen sensor failure,
engine failure, check engine light, engine knocking, and a cracked head gasket. To fix the
excessive oil consumption in the Toyota RAV4, owners will sometimes have to rebuild part of
their engine to keep the car running safely and reliably. This procedure generally happens at
around , miles. The top category of concern in the Toyota RAV4 is the engine system, with
owners stating there is excessive oil consumption, oil leaking, engine blowing during use, and
the car lacking horsepower while accelerating. To fix the oil leak in your car, most drivers are
fortunate to find that oil leak repairs are typically quick fixes. Toyota was forced to recall nearly
45k vehicles in early due to issues with the engine reliability and durability. The recall involved
the possibility that these dangerous engine cracks could form while the car is in use, leading to
multiple issues that could cause safety concerns to the driver and passenger. In total, all of

these cars recalled make up around 44, production units that were sold by Toyota. The majority
of the recalled cars, coming in at 36,, involved the and Toyota RAV4 cars. The issues with the
engine cracking in these vehicles led to a very expensive Toyota RAV4 engine replacement
cost. As you can see, with a recall, reliability concerns, and safety issues across various model
years of the Toyota RAV4, paying for the hefty Toyota RAV4 engine replacement cost may
sometimes not be worth it for car owners! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of
mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with
more than three repairs. To see how frequently Toyota RAV4 problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Toyota RAV4 repairs by problem area. Toyota RAV4 engine repair cost
distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on
repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs,
and repair trips that include maintenance. The idling became rough and the engine stopped
working and a message "charging system failure" popped up. I put the emergency flashers on
as the cars around me started moving as the intersection light became green. I turned off the
key, put the car in parking and started it no problem. I drove rest of the day no problem, and
made an appointment with Toyota for the next day. The only error message they got was "rough
idling". They said to watch the car as there was nothing else they could do. They said that it
could be the gasoline that caused this???? I think it's possible that the "charging system
failure" message popped up because the engine stopped. Charcoal canister replaced under
warranty. At first it seemed to happen when going over a pothole or bump, but it occurred
several times without that happening. The dealer was unable to find or replicate the problem
and said we'd need to bring it in when it happens so they can see it. We have not had the
opportunity to do so. Update: there was an earlier oil change, and the dealer didn't install the
filter then. Oil control valve and cam gear replaced per TSB. Replacement gear also defective,
replaced again along with camshaft. Dry starts continue. Not a good car!! Water pump needed
to be replaced. Dealer says no problem with systems. Issue is driving pattern; trips are too
short. I bought and installed a trickle charger. Some replacement, some repair after vehicle
towed. Check engine light stays on and LSD light is flashing. I replaced the canister myself.
That repaired the issue. Bearings gone in water pump. Exactly the same issue I had with my
RAV4 Limited V-6 engine; you can smell coolant after driving and then parking in the garage.
Dealer topped off coolant reservoir. Took it in to the dealer, no major problem, but I needed a
new fuel sensor. The dealer made the repairs under power-train warranty. It would start
correctly the next time. The dealer did verify that I did have a high rev but said it was much
lower than that. Dealer said "water in evap system"; couldn't explain what or why this occurred,
but said 4WD wouldn't work unless we did repair. Were on a long trip, so we agreed to the
repair. Windows stuck open, extensive troubleshooting showed normal wiring and switches, all
fuses and relays okay. Manually rolled up each window using small battery and wiring harness.
Resetting the ECU seemed to clear the problem disconnecting battery although no codes were
present. Both were replaced under warranty at no cost. Next start attempt OK. A week later,
same thing. Took to dealer concerned about "unintended acceleration". Nothing found. No sign
of external leaks. Also transmission,drive shaft,left front axle,rear shocks,sunroof seal,front
brake pads were replaced in the 2 years that I owned the truck. Dealer indicated computer
problem with MAF sensor. Computer reset appears to have fixed issue. Toyota specific seal in
exhaust system was gone making vehicle loud. Desludge engine. Was diagnosed as
downstream [oxygen] sensor, which I had replaced. Dealer just glued the hose in place so it
would not slip out again. Toyota wanted just for the part!! Took to dealership. Several parts
were replaced and added. Codes P and P Replaced charcoal canister. Part : R Check engine
lights came on, as well as the 4wd light ans the cruise control didnt work through this process.
We had no cruise control either. Took to the dealer and they had to replace the gas tank and all
of the lines connecting to the tank. There was a TSB on the issue. My wife took the Rav4 to the
dealer. They said the gas cap was not tight enough, so they tightened it. The warning lights are
now out. The problem hasn't recurred. Dealer replaced no charge even though mileage was
slightly over 60, mile power train warrenty limit. Took it back to the dealer, they had to open up
the engine and have a plastic part next to the camshaft replaced, I didn't know the name of that
part. But the problem's gone when repair done. Plus cruise control stopped working. Took car
to dealer. Assessed the problem to be with charcoal canister, pipes, and filler-pipe. Noisy
engine even at full stop. It happened two weeks after the 30, km revision. Took to Toyota. First
trip, belt was replaced. They replaced o2 sensor again - 2nd time within year and a half replace
this sensor. Flushed and cleaned. Serpentine Belt Tensioner 3. Common problem of Toyotas.
Replaced water pump under extended warranty. Determined the problem was in the exhaust
cam per TSB. Replace exhaust cam gear. Did not fix problem. Replace intake cam gear per

another TSB. Grinding noise gone. I never saw a leak. Water pump was replaced for free under
the limited powertrain warranty. No charge - still under warranty. Mechanic had to diagnose and
replace oxygen sensor. Replaced under original factory warranty. Would have been 2k if not for
warranty after market. Mechanic found a leak in water pump. This was replaced with new unit as
a warranty item. I was unaware of a problem. They say it's "normal". Phase 1 performed,
specifically replacing mounts and dampers to solve a whining noise. The noise was still there,
so a new transmission was ordered. Coolant got onto the drive belt, causing squeaking. Belt
was replaced as it had coolant on it, and was not covered under warranty, but it was borderline
needing replacement anyway. Replaced spark plugs, issue resloved. Spent 3 days trying to
diagnose, but no luck. Could be fuel vapor release pumps failing? Spent money to diagnose,
but no resolution. Replaced water pump from dealer by independent shop. New brake pads and
resurfaced rotors. Mechanic discovered the problem while in for an oil change and oil hose.
Parts ordered to stop noise. Engine was making noise. Idle pulley had to be replaced. Noise still
happens sometimes, but not others. Covered under powertrain warranty but that only had 3
months left on it. Now system needs to be entirely flushed. The dealer service dept found the
problem and replaced the water pump. Hum seems a little louder than before the service. I'll
probably ask for another opinion when I take my car in for the side-curtain airbag recall.
Thought it was solenoid sticking on starter. Techs looked, determined starter fine. Noise is VVTI
cam rattle. Nothing they can do about it short of major repairs that would be out of pocket.
Since the problem is intermittent and only on startup, they said it likely is cosmetic. No work
done outside of diagnosis. Problem with isolator mounts on transmission and drive shaft.
Dealer replaced transmission and drive shaft isolation mounts under warranty this solved the
problem. They put screwdriver through the muffler but still said it is normal. Muffler is on the
same pipe as converter and they did not want to deal with it. So I will have to find a shop which
can replace only muffler for me. I used putty to cover the muffler holes and it did help a little.
Cannot prove but dealer may have bent oil pan during repair. Bend was noticed later during an
oil change. Replaced with new one. Exhaust manifold had to be removed since the sensor was
seized in place. Replaced under muffler manufacturer's warranty. I paid for gasket and labour.
Car engine would turn over but would take lengthy time to start. Dealer replaced Fuel Pump.
Dealer then replaced fuel resistor. No charge. Pulled unit off of underside. New unit installed
with an optional shield now offered on newer models. Very poor engineering for a suv in a
winter climate! All brakes redone. I read online comments about 2. Dealer did a mile test and
report it is within spec. I disagree. Failed dealer consume test. Dealer did new short block and
ring kit replacement. Performed a couple of recalls. About 1. Have letter from Toyota about
problem. Having oil consumption test run for next miles. Had oil consumption test done. Not
burning enough oil for warranty repair. Did not get it fixed. Tired of Toyota service department
always reaching into my wallet. Traded in the RAV4 and did not buy another Toyota product. An
oil consumption test was performed as routine maintenance last last year and the engine failed.
New water pump was installed. Full maintenance. A check engine and 3 minutes later the engine
stop. Replace with a used one, k from a crash car. Replaced with new lines and hardware.
Replaced, along with serpentine belt. The labor cost is high to replace a water pump on V6
engine. Replaced 2 Cylinder Ignition Coil. The dealership identified that the water pump needed
replacing, ordered parts and fixed the issue. Found codes P, P Took longer than normal to
diagnose because of the intermittent nature of the problem. The dealer did not have parts on
hand to replace the failed coil the same day so I had to return later to replace the part. The "F"
ignition coil was replaced and no issues since. The owner of the vehicle was initially notified of
the issue in December when the check engine light, 4WD light and vehicle stability control light
all lit up simultaneously. Check engine light came on indicating the problem. I replaced all 3 rear
coils while in there, only reported on replacement cost of one coil since that is all that was
required for the actual repair. The additional work was my decision to do as preventative. Had to
cut it out and replace it. Code reader indicated B2 S2 oxygen sensor reading low. Replaced
sensor with new part. Dealer service replaced water pump and replaced serpentine belt. Told it
was bearing failure. They determined it needed a new short block engine due to most of the oil
leaking out. Firestone had installed defective oil filter o-ring 2 weeks before. Firestone paid for
repair. They pointed me to some gas mileage web site and said they didn't find anything wrong.
After some time running, perhaps 10 minutes, the sound goes away. Couldn't tell whether it was
the alternator, belt or water pump. Replaced fan belt. Replaced water pump and refilled cooling
system. Mechanic did a complete o-ring replacement on coolant hose behind motor mount.
Muffler deteriorated. SO cut pipe and installed after market muffler for a lot less. Traced to
emission control unit under car. Parts on order. It is drivable allthough there is no cruise
control. It is installed and working great. It came with a one year guarantee. I sent his boss a
note commending him for his efforts. Trouble shot to loose baffles inside muffler which was

replaced about 15 months ago. Replaced the muffler. CEL came on. Idler bearing making noise,
replaced with new. Covered by extended warranty. I found out Later this hose was covered by a
limited service campaign. Replaced all 3 coil on plugs on back bank of engine, replaced all 6
spark plugs and replaced intake manifold plenum gaskets. Also needed maintenance. Took
vehicle in to replace belt, dealer found that source of squealing was coolant leaking onto belt
from water pump. Dealer ordered water pump and scheduled followup visit. Water pump
replaced under warranty. The unintended acceleration happened from a stop with foot on the
brake and caused a minor accident with my 9-month old also in the vehicle. Valve cover gasket
was replaced and it has not lost any more oil in the month that has passed by since. Replaced
spark plugs. Toyota refused fix, claimed didn't burn enough oil. There is a warranty extension
for 4 cylinder RAVs and camrys to fix the issue. Basically the motor was rebuilt to remedy issue.
Dealer replaced some fuses. Engine is getting more and more noisy. Dealer said it was normal.
VSC was one of them. Warranty repair - replaced the ECM computer module. Dealer said does
not burn enough oil for repairs. Mechanic told me he thought it was from their recent service
and they failed to tighten the hose properly he didn't charge for it. Dealer replaced piston ring.
For that going to wait till next year and buy new car. Just going to add oil till then. Also recall for
breaks. Motor was pulled, water pump was replace, and timing-chain cover was re-sealed, fixing
oil leak. Had to take it to dealer for repair. Picked car up next day. The gasket had failed, causing
the oil leak. This should last me 40k miles or so before needing to be replaced again. Time will
tell. The hose busted. Toyota towed in my vehicle and fixed it for free even though I was out of
warranty. Problem found to be defective ignition coil cylinder 2. Ordered part and installed it by
myself. Problem resolved. Diagnose problem with OB1 engine check device. Found defective
sensors on Bank 1, sensor 1 and Bank 2, sensor 1. Replaced both. Replaced the muffler system,
after five years it was time. Misfiring all 6 cylinders had to replace two ignition coils, this is third
time now in two years. I do wish Toyota would do something to correct this ongoing problem, I
have written to Toyota Took to dealer we just purchased from. They replaced 4 ignition coil at
no cost. Leaked less than half a quart every 5k if that. They concurred and ordered replacement
pump. Car was left overnight with the dealer for water pump replacement. Dealer provided free
rental car. No problems noted since replacement. Because the muffler and cat converter are the
same assembly, this was considered a warranty item. Crankshaft pulley seal was leaking as a
result of the dealer's work on the water pump in the previous visit. The parts for trip2 were
ordered during trip1. Converter was fine for ordinary driving, but hard acceleration caused
typical sulfur smell of failing converter. Car was running poorly, getting worse and worse, no
power, missing. Needed new ignition coil cylinder 2, which was replaced by dealer, no charge,
in one day. Took car to dealer to prevent problems. Dealer found no codes. A few days later,
check engine light was on. Took to dealer, who again, found no codes. Something loose from
prior repair? Needed time to check sensor before the converter. Also included suspension
recall; clamps installed rear suspension. Front brakes replaced, rotors turned. Coil replaced,
code cleared. Note: Car could be driven with check engine light on but without traction control,
was not safe in very rainy weather on highway. Shop replaced pump under power train
warranty. Would have been close to 8 hours of labor plus parts outside of warranty. Codes said
needed new O2 sensor. Parts were backordered 1 day. Fixed within a few hours. No charge
thanks to extended warranty. Problems were found during routine service. Found a minor leak
during an oil change. Was covered under a service bulletin. While there also had the rear brakes
replaced, fuel system cleaned, and oil change. I found an aftermarket through NAPA whew! Part
has been ordered and am waiting for a call when it comes in. Unable to find location of coolant
leak. Diagnosed instead of alternator problem. I took it to the dealership, they kept it for 5 days,
admitted the knocking noise was there but decided it was "normal" and no repairs would be
authorized under warranty. Toyota, what's next,coil pack 1? Re-tap manifold to repair corroded
threads. Caused electrical issues which gave false errors to vehicle stability control and 4WD
warning system. EDU code reported faulty ignition coil on 6 cylinder. Replaced with no further
issues. Replaced tensioner, alternator bearing, both idler pulleys, and serpentine belt. Bad coil
pack 2 causing misfire. Coil Pack replaced, problem solved. Now cylinder 5 coil pack. Scanned
code, found bad ignition coil, replaced coil, all good. Mid pipe and muffler replaced. Car would
not respond very well th throttle application when cold. The ball bearing was wearing out and
emitted a grinding noise. PCM was replaced. A coilpack had burned through insulation and was
arcing to the head. The coilpacks were replaced to resolve hte issue. Dealer replaced pulley.
This lead to excessive oil consumption, sulfur smell from cat convert, rough idle, etc. Toyota is
aware of problem and replaced piston free of charge even though out of warranty. There was a
TSB on this issue. Could not diagnose issue. Still doing this 2 months later. Only goes on for a
day then back out for a while. No running issues. I think a coil is going bad. Update: light later
stayed off, fixed itself. Had a hole would not pass inspection. Throwing code P and P Ordered

part off Amazon and replaced myself. Dealer indicated car would not pass annual state
inspection. The head was completely refurbished at the same time. As a precaution, I replaced
the thermostat and header tank cap. Mechanic ran diagnostics. Gas cap was not sealed. Needed
new gas cap and some polishing where the caps mounts onto the fuel tank tube. First time after
12 years and K km. Not bad! Engine light was on and error code showed bad sensor. Light went
off after repair for a period of time them returned. I think its the catalytic converter. Took it in to
determine if oil leak. We replaced several exhaust components. Also, we needed an alignment,
which is included in the figures I am reporting. After installing new turbo sensor fault was still
showing up on high gear, low RPM. I used a bottle of Aceroil in the fuel and ran the entire tank
of diesel at high Rpm for several days until gone. It worked! No more engine light for P fault.
Tightened but difficult to access bolts. Coolant temp sensor and thermostat were OK. Auto
technicians concluded most likely cause was a blown head gasket. Possibly damaged head.
Could no longer use automatic drive gear. Had to use 2nd. Had to give a jolt of acceleration
pedal to enter into reverse. I will trade-in without repair. Traveling at speeds above 40 mph
seems to have cure the stalling issue. Changed the oil myself today and will monitor and see if
this repeats. My last oil change was done at Goodyear. I replaced the spark plugs while I was at
it. Spent most of its life in New York by the great lakes. Lots of salt. Denso Part USD via
Amazon. Took about 15 minutes for this particular part. The noise started following a clutch
replacement. Idle control valve was replaced. Wiring harness damaged by torqueing of engine.
Code read. Bought parts. Replaceed O2 sensors 2ea. Toyota dealership diagnosed it as a bad
computer transmission. Read on forums about this problem. Check eng light. Code p air flow
sensor bank 1 sensor 1. That's top drivers side. Easy to reach. Near radiator under exhst
manifold shield. Denso brand is original Toyota. Replaced this part and the serpentine belt.
Remove sludge from shafts. Currently cleaning out engine. After cleaning out oil pan multiple
times oil sludge seems gone. Oil strainer now stays clean and oil pressure light is not burning
anymore. Put in a new gasket. Solenoid would not have to be replaced if not for faulty ECM. Had
car towed to shop. Replaced all 4 spark plugs and one coil. Diagnostic was run. Catalytic
converter needs replacing. Check engine light was on and previous diagnostic found it was the
catalytic converter. A different shop thought it might be that the computer needed updating, and
did that diagnostic, but the update had been done. Put a stop leak in the system, which seems
to have helped for now. Patchwork repair. Car also needs a new fuel tank due to a leak. For the
time being I am only filling it half way. Dealer replaced ECM at no charge as it was under
warranty at that time. The car would not run. I successfully replaced that sensor, and the code
did not return. Replaced the O2 sensor but engine light is still on. I may just need to take the car
in and reset it but have not done it to date. My car was not covered by warranty. This is a widely
reported known problem but Toyota refused to recall, instead waiting for a class action lawsuit
to come. I did it myself. The check engine light had started coming on after rapid acceleration.
OXY sensor installed by self. Also I set cruise at 67 instead of This helps as well. Brother drove
the car and it overheated. He didn't stop when it overheated. I replaced all fuel injectors, all
ignition coils, spark plugs, ran seafoam cleaner, maf cleaner, etc. Still there. Smoked afterward,
took it back to be checked, they said a gasket is leaking. Not clear if that's related to their
having changed the oil? Not yet repaired, minor leak. I think he topped it off a few times over the
course of the year. It didn't seem to be an issue. ECM repaired, cleared and re-installed. I tested
the resistance of the TPS throttle position sensor and it was faulty. Replaced it with a new part
from rockauto. Clutch replacement engine, transaxle assembly, and CV's had to be removed.
With engine on bench for clutch replacement, timing belt and water pump replaced Replaced 2
Oxygen Sensors and Catalytic Converter. Oil leaking in engine. See TrueDelta's information for
all Toyota models. Toyota RAV4 Engine Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to
see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. The day before, on Sep 25,
5 minutes after leaving work I was waiting at a red light. Faulty vacuum pump inside charcoal
canister set off check engine light. The car had repeated episodes of all the dashboard warning
lights coming on with a warning to take to the dealer. When local shop checked the Oil Filter
slot, ie first Oil change, they found no Filter cartridge in the slot, ie it came out of Factory that
way. Rough, dry starts. Car has had two boost starts in past two years. Wiring chewed by
rodents while parked at airport. Ordered used Fuel Vapor Charcoal canister. Tapping sound in
right front of engine for about two weeks got worse. Engine losing coolant as indicated in the
reservoir. The head gasket had a leak. Twice the engine has revved up to k then died. Front and
rear oxygen sensors replaced, only front was faulty but system was reporting rear sensor code.
Coil injector 4 died, replaced spark plugs as well, price included a syn oil change. Vehicle was
sluggish and did not feel as responsive as normal. Replaced serpentine belt due to excessive
wear and glazing. Check engine light came on, no noticeable change in performance. Engine
went into limp mode causing drive-ability problems due to a vacuum hose that would not say

seated. Had to replace what is known as the pathetic charcoal filter for when a person overfills
their tank. Check engine and vehicle skid dash lights lit up. Service engine light came on as well
as 4wd light. Check engine light illuminated, along with other warning lights. Replaced noisy
camshaft gears per TSB. Engine rattling and noise every morning at first start up. Lights on
dashboard - Trac. Pulley replacement. Water pump, leak was so small it seems that the
recommendation was just to make revenue. Toyota service:TSB phase 1 replace engine mounts
of 2 2nd is trans swap. Cured slightly rough idle. Squeaking noise.. P bank 1 sensor 2. They
insist there is not some other issue causing o2 sensor to fail. Water pump bearing failure, a
seemingly common problem with V6 RAV4's. Replacement water pump installed less than 3
years ago under extended warranty leaking, not yet replaced but monitoring coolant levels.
Water pump failed, sprayed interior or engine compartment with coolant, replaced belts and
pump. Squealing belt at startup, particularly in cold weather, fine in summer or after driving
15mins or so, ongoing for a couple of years. Indications: engine trouble light, plus vehicle
stability light and 4-wd light. Replaced mass air flow sensor. Noise when starting vehicle mechanic inspected vehicle, found bearing bad in water pump. Brought car in for an oil change
and they replaced the water pump which they said had a leak. It was covered under the original
warranty. Water pump showed signs of leakage when dealer completed oil change. Water pump
that was previously replaced under warranty 12 mo. Engine light, 4wd light and traction control
light came on all at once. Evap canister was replaced as engine light and 4WD symbol appeared
on dash. Water pump was found leaking. Camshaft timing gear was replaced due to rattle on
cold start up. There is a TSB out for it from Toyota, found it myself. Car was in for 40, service.
After accelerating, a strong sulphur smell is detected in the passenger compartment.
Transmission whine per T-SB Water pump was leaking coolant at a slow rate. Random misfire
threw engine code. Noise coming from rear that sounded like a pump was running. Water pump
leaking. Water pump replaced.. Water pump was leaking. Antifreeze smell shop said there was
too much coolant they drained some out, ran a pressure test and called it good. Noise when
vehicle is idling. Dealership didnt top-off reservoir for coolant after they replaced water pump.
Water pump was leaking 2 days after I had the vehicle the noise happened and I had to take it in
to check. Humming noise from fuel pump; 1st visit was to confirm and order resistor. Fuel pump
noise. Grinding noise. Transmission making noise. Was misfiring an all cylinders. Muffler rusted
through. Bought replacement muffler but never installed it. Water pump replaced at 33K. Engine
sounded like a diesel engine. Service technician identified the car needed a new water pump.
Code P Muffler was split. Dealer replaced it and covered it under warranty. Slush and ice
buildup on unprotected vapor canister filter assy. Engine decarbonization, flush fuel injection
system, clean air induction system. Noticed early in owning that I got lot less oil in drain pan
than I put in at oil change. Engine consuming excessive quantity of oil. Replaced failed water
pump. Using oil. Engine using oil. Base pan rusted out. Engine was rebuilt by dealer and paid
for by Toyota Canada. Water pump was leaking Water pump started making noise, which the
dealer decided needed to be replaced. Replace the heater core. The oil pressure sending unit
went out and the engine lost its oil. Toyata in Saskatoon, SK Ca. Water pump leaking and
making noises to replace a new water pump. Oxygen sensor failed. I noticed a noise in the
engine compartment that shouldn't have been there. Needed to replace bank 2 airfuel sensor
and O2 sensor. Fuel to air ratio sensor required replacement. Problem was indicated by check
engine light. Dealer spent time diagnosing intermittent ignition coil failure. One ignition coil was
intermittently failing which was diagnosed Dec 29 but they didn't have the parts on hand to
repair it then. One rear ignition coil failed. Muffler had rusted through on the top. Service engine
light came on. Water pump started to make loud Rattling noise. Water pump making rattling
noise. Had to replace it ridiculous cost and only at km. Took RAV to Toyota dealer because of
noise heard coming from engine. I had lost the whole entire contents of my coolant overflow
reservoir over a 4 week period of time so I wanted to check for a coolant leak. The vehicle had
gotten very low gas mileage for the past 6 fill-ups so I took it in to see why. Upon first engine
start of the day, a squeaking sound can be heard from right front of the car. There was a leak at
the water pump. Coolant being lost. Rattling noise from right rear. Waterpump making noise,
determined that was main problem. Replacement VVT-i oil supply hose, it sprung a leak. Failure
of 5 coil on plug as evidenced by code. Engine light came on scanned found ignition coil was
bad. Something with timing system that required them to pull the engine out of the car.
Accessory drive belt was squealing. Traded RAV4 because lack confidence in Toyota's fix for
unintended acceleration. Said water pump was leaking, had to remove oil pan, finished repair,
got home and the pan was leaking, took it back and was repaired under 7 year extended
warranty both trios. The RAV4 started losing oil from the valve cover. Water pump started
making a noise. Had been slowly leaking for at least a couple of weeks. The motor burned a
quart of oil internally every few weeks. Excessive oil consumption. Dealer stated that "engine oil

consumption is normal. Had three warning lights coming on intermittently. Check for oil
consumption. I don't think it should burn any oil at miles on engine. Fuel tank leak from loose
hose connection. Booming exhaust noise MPH in 5th gear, goes away when shifted to 4th gear.
Was informed at an oil change visit that the water pump was leaking and would need replacing.
Nothing noticeable from driving but went ahead and replaced it per dealer recommendation.
Coil plugs went bad and replaced all six. Replaced all coils with some used ones hoping these
should be better than the cheap china ones. There was a recall that I forgot about for an oil
hose. Check engine light, VSC light and 4wd light came on at the same time. Check engine light
went on! Two tiny holes in the muffler. Timing cover leaking oil. Finally was able to show
evidence of the water pump leak to dealer. Water pump was replaced due to a leak. Ordered
catalytic converter under TSB. Code reader showed a pending problem. O2 sensor, after the
catalytic converter. Ignition coil F shorted P Slow leak was identified in the water pump during
routine oil change maintenance. Routine maintenance found crack in water pump. All four
sensors that determine the operation of the catalytic convertor failed. The ECU was replaced -there was a Service Bulletin covering the problem -- resonence at highway speeds. Replaced
Cam sub-assembly. The ignition coil failed for one of the cylinders Growling sound from
drivetrain at 55 to 60 mph. The muffler was rusting through and the dealer told me the repair
parts alone were dollars as it was a one piece converter, muffler, tailpipe and that no
aftermarket was available. Droning in the drive train between 90 and kph. Water pump reservoir
level noticed low with coolant splashes visible around. VVTi fix - was told it was normal function
until now. Whining transmission noise TSB , under warranty, Unsuccessful - replaced engine
mounts. Engine knock started in early June Exhaust making noise and leaking. Installed new
Exhaust muffler pipe assembly and gaskets. In March, coil pack 5 replaced and this time replace
coil pack 3, Oh! Re and re both post-Cat sensors. Ignition coil fried. Received check engine light
and engine was running on 5 cylinders. Squealing noise coming from serpentine belt area.
Check Engine, VSC, 4x4 warning lights on. Noticed hesitation during driving, then check engine
light and 4wd and stability control lights came on. Ignition coil E did not work. The water pump
was failing. The engine burns excessive amount of oil at rate of 1. The engine was misfiring.
Passed emissions after I made the repair myself. Engine idler pulley bearing was loose causing
high pitched noise. Valve cover gasket was leaking oil and needed to be replaced. Cat converter
was changed due to excessive sulfur smell. Check engine light came on but went off. O2 sensor
died again for the 2nd time now. Muffler failed and was replaced with after market alternative.
Head gasket blown and replaced. Clutch slipping badly: In this specific configuration, i. Check
engine light came on. Emissons canister needed to be replaced. Worn motor mounts. If I had
kept the vehicle I would have changed the motor mounts myself in 6 to 12 months,. Replaced
oxygen sensor on exhaust manifold. Mechanic said no leak, just burning oil, recommends
checking oil more frequently, no other action recommended at this time. Exhaust system had a
leak due to rusting from salt. Fault P,replaced turbo sensor,engine was not ever run properly,i.
Loose belt driving power steering pump. CEL for catalytic converter and O2 sensors.
Recommend tires and battery. Evap code and stalling after fueling. Replaced Evap canister and
vent valve. Engine was overheating and bubbles forming in coolant. Problem can be a "can of
worms", not worth it. ECU computer failed to shift gears when needed. Honda dealer stopped it
from shutting off at stops, idling problem. Went to start the car a month ago, and I got a noise
similar to what it sounds like when there is no oil in the crankcase. I had to replace the drive or
serpentine belt. Exhaust lines rusted out at , miles. CEL on, Code P Engine was making contact
with a lower crossbrace and making a loud noise in the cabin. Car was stalling. RAV4 would not
idle or run smoothly. Check engine light. Car started bucking,surging and shifting at odd
moments. Emissions cntrl. Sludge problem returned, oil check light burns constantly. Check
engine light was blinking, and car was stuttering. Radiator was leaking and needed fluid added
at least once a week. Hole in exhaust pipe. Erratic shifting and power surges. Check Engine
Light indicated the passenger-side post-cat oxygen sensor was defective. Engine light on
indicating bad o2 sensor. I had to replace an oxygen sensor. Bank 1, Sensor 2. Replaced head
gasket, resurface the head. Misfire in cylinder 1,4. Car went in for an oil change. We never did
do anything about the oil leak, it was really minor, my son was driving the car and just kept an
eye on the oil level. The idle was rough and lower than spec. Replaced Ignition Switch under
dash, and added plug wires, plugs, rotor and cap, as well as new battery.. Problem: Car would
not move when clutch was engaged.. Engine light stayed on, excessive CO2 emission. Another
likely symptom is excessive vibration from your engine. Select a Y
kawasaki mule motor
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ear:. Engine Mount Right. Part Number : Supersession s : ; Related Products. Cargo Cover.
Remote Engine Starter. Door Sill Protectors. Additional dealer discounts may apply. Please
select a dealer to view local pricing. Harr Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Sullivan Brothers Toyota.
Prestige Toyota. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Engine
Crankshaft Main Bearing. MARK 4. Engine Mount Left. Engine Crankshaft Thrust Washer Upper.
Email this product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features,
equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon
information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for
mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

